
Office 365 
TENANT 
SECURITY 
REVIEW

INCLUDED IN THE ENGAGEMENT:

Tenant configurations that were valid last year may now be out of date or contrary to best 

practices. Microsoft and IT administrators often make changes — some of which can impact the 

security of an organization’s environment and bring chaos. One misconfiguration could be  the 

difference between an insignificant incident and a breach that exposes your organization’s critical 

data. A periodic review drives significant value through increased security posture, optimized 

configuration, and reduced risk.

Interlink’s Office 
365 Tenant Security 
Review Provides... 

your organization with 

a prioritized list of 

recommended security 

enhancements specific  

to your Office 365 tenant.  

Other security reviews 

do a good job with on-

premises reviews, but  

many lack looking into  

Office 365, which is critical. 

Interlink will provide a certified consultant to execute the 

Office 365 Tenant Security Review to: 

X Assess your environment

X Go through a broad checklist of configuration options

X Create a customized roadmap to improve your

organization’s security posture for your Cloud estate

www.interlink.com | hello@interlink.com  |  800-900-1150



:

OFFICE 365 REVIEW  
Our team utilizes a proven methodology that reviews your organization’s Office 365 Tenant. 

WHAT YOU  GET:

SECURITY ROADMAP  
From the Office 365 Security Review, your organization will receive a prioritized list of 

security recommendations. This working roadmap will address the pressing security 

concerns, along with best practices and how to move forward. 

IMPROVED SECURITY POSTURE  
Interlink will review the following topics with your organization in the context of your 

business goals and environment:  

X Intune Policies: Delivers the correct policies to protect mobile device access.

X Application Protection Policies: Manages bring-your-own devices (BYOD) and corporate

devices in your environment.

X Identity Management Policies: Fosters an appropriate strategy to ensure the right security

and management policies are enforced correctly on your users.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INTERLINK’S EXPERTISE TO 
STRENGTHEN SECURITY AND REDUCE RISK IN 
YOUR ENVIRONMENT TODAY!  

www.interlink.com | hello@interlink.com  |  800-900-1150

Interlink’s team of Microsoft Certified consultants will review your organization’s Office 
365 Tenant to reduce risk and optimize your business process.

Contact us today to learn more! 

Save time and increase efficiency by taking advantage of Interlink’s expertise — we see 

countless organization’s environments and know what to look for and how to optimize. 
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http://interlink.com/contact-us

